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Bob Tucker s Second Mystery Accepted Lv 

Rinehart for Tall luhll cation..,.
Though the b^hTwas^acceptea, Bo* e 

title, "Who Owns You?", was not- As , _ 
Bob writes, the book Is untitled by kins 
Barb and-Cot The publishers though: hit 
title failed to iiuply mysteryj "I guvs* 
they never read Unknown Worlds” Boh « ,a

Suspense,.. Doors were unbarred,in Holly
wood last week, for a certain fann* to iee 
the man responsible for the recent fantbe 
anthologies Bar the Doors and v Subsoil- 
—Alfred Hitchcock, He also directed the

von Junzt by Stein adaptation of Francis Deeding*a ‘House of
Dr. Fdwardes’, known on the screen as 

spellbound’, Panne reported herself spellbound in the presence of the Irb 
Maestro of mystery., f Physically’, she reported,’he gives Sydney Greenstt^ex t 
run for hie avoirdupois,’ The lucky fauna? vie won t keep you 1b suspense a 
longer: It was, of course, TTOPINA, who won a trip to the Selzniok Studios o; 
the radio program-, ’Hollywood Tour’. — Forrest i Ackerman,

i House Report from Derleth: fLcat Worlds out-of-print, ‘MtiPginAlla la 
dos.r to 60 copies;''Sleep No More’’ only 12$ copies left between AH and Hineh :i 
'vrj- close to o-p are "Opener of the Way’ and ’Something Near’, Plans: beev. 
■eli le of Arthur I, Burks ere being collected; World of X: will be publish^? 
in 1948; ‘This Mortal Coll’ to be distributed late in Kiaroh, the first 1941 
• illvery; Dark of the Muon will follow closely. Foreign reprints: Angltnd 
(Museum'Press) to print ’Lurker at the Threshold’ and Hounds of Tindalos , 
/•st India Lights is coining out in Spain, bplked rumor- AH is not re or ti t- 

Lovecraft s The Outsider’* But AH will ultimately bring cun 'The Case 
of Charles Dexter Ward and At the Mts of Eadnese’ under one cover, but Jui • 

when aven AH doe an t know.

A Uare; Raising film by Tirana : Following the example of the ’Popeye: film 
otLTtopn of some weeks ago, a ’Luge Bunny1 film similar in caliber has be. i? 
issued, with a Draaula-Frankwnsteip motif. Our hare-brained hero is lured,’ .' 

of a winsome mechanical girl bunny, into the lair of an evil sclent!/ 
The scientist’s abode la a medieval castle, complete with a neon sign,flash- 
HKM| words: ’Bvil Scientistk. Once in the castle, Buga Bunny soon .parcel oes 

' the curvaceous decoy Is mechanical. Bugs is introduced to a huge, b^iry 
ture r sciabltug a headless owl, and the chase ensues, Finally v» n 1 < r 

: 4, u»i- iT, winks. Aw .right,so she’s mechanical’, and emulatii g ’ .v 
t rait, he pursues the feminine decoy across the fadii g screen.



Newsstand Report: TRUE, Feb.1947> has article ’In Peril of the Sea by Albtx 
diehard 'detJen, which relates most of the usual sea mysteries —Marie Celeste 
Cyclone, etc.— but winds up with a tale which might have been taken stralgb 

out of Lovecraft* Deserted derelict, all things in order, but with strange 
&ceen splotches on the deck, the body of a cat mashed flat, end a parrot wh^c' 
repeated the screams of many men about a THING which came after them. -Toquea 
(CN3) ’Will Atomic Rays Cause Human Freaks?* by Amram Scheinfeld in LIBERTY foj 
Feb,15,1947• The A-bomb dropped on Hiroshima,etc* can pley tricks with hered
ity for a 1000 years to come* In same Issue, an article 1 Faster, Faster ’ abotl 
the Amy’s new 1500 mile/hour rocketship; and also a review of fantasy film 
It’s a Wonderful Life’* Mort Weislnger, once editor of Wonder Stories 3 nd 

Startling, has a non-stf article in the Issue* Joquel adds to this: Schein
feld is the author of ’You and Heredity* which book mentions Wells ’Star- 
Begotten’ in connection with the mutation problems* Ember adds that Schein*' 
fell was *and may be still- a Milwaukee newspaper reporter who became intex- 
ested-ln heredity •, studied up on it, and then wrote his book; he Is no t a 
scientist, rather a science-interpreter, and a capable one. Joquel says to 
watch Barr.aby in the funnies; an atomic episode has been running since Xmas 
Tom Q on notes that Fules Verne’s Earth to the Moon’ is appearing serially ti. 
the Lincoln (Nebr.) Dally Star marked ’AP Newsfeature*, so it may be appear- 
in other papers also,, Joquel cones again with ’The Astrologer’ for Jan, 1947 
which has an article ^Science and Metaphysics’ by Manly Palmer Hall, which It 
a 4-page report on Charles Fort and his work* Re Dr,P*W.Wood and the moon 
being made of green cheese, did you catch the Richter cartoon in Colliers for 
Deo 7*1946? asks Joquel* \A nonplussed group of Sen.Snorts and Col.Blinpe 
stands around a radio operator who Is saying: Ground to moon expedition: 
••hat kind of cheese?** All the fannewsles received by Ember, plus Boblnson 
aod Derleth, have called attention to the current Feb 8 Satevepost which lx 
carrying two stories of interest: Robert A* Heinlein’s The Green Hills of 
Earth’, an s-fer, and Vida Jameson’s The Thirteenth Trunk \ a fantasy. Doth 
tre abort stories, ahd make up 50jt of the short story space. Does this por
tend a brighter future for ’our literature in the mundane slicks? Avon 
h^8 put out H,F,Heard’s fantasy-mystery ’A Taste for Honey @250 -stein. h 
T.Bell reviews ’Psychology and Invention in the Mathematical Field ,by Jac
ques Hadamard, Princeton U. Press. $2, in Scientific Monthly, Tune 1945. 
(Fanews)’A review of wSlan’ in Writer’s Markets andye'thodg for Feb.47 la 
written by LA fan, Gordon Dewey* TTanews)7 'Of.Campbell says Street A Smith 
could sell a lot mope of Science, Fiction than they can get paper for, end 
Unknown definitely will be revived as soon as paper becomes available. ((The 
Htus credited to Fanews above should have been credited to Stefnewe.')
Book Chatter: (Stefnews FNS) A deluxe edition of Wells* ’’The Time Machine” 
will be issued in Feb. by Random House @ $2*75* James Newman,cc-author of 
y?^hematlo» and the Imagination, stated in June 45 issue of Scientific Monthly 
that hfiFEoolc HaT~ibTd 25*0,5C?T*oo pies* (CIG) jRecently out is ’Dark Music- and 
other Spectral Tales’ by Jack Snow with a beautiful 4-oolor Jacket by Ronall 
Clyne* Derleth says that we ought not to miss an hilarious fantasy by/’er* 
Wall, The Unfortunate Fursey (Crown:|2fl75); "it is one or the first books in 
some tlSenEhat I was not able to put down, once I had begun it.” In regard 
to D.B.Thompson’s question tn the last Ember about Derleth’s opinion <'f the 
Sloane bo oju<, Derleth says:”I have been fond of them; when first the?, w t 
ed, X reviewed them favorably.” stein notes an old book (1902) On Two J D... 
eta by Kurd Lasswitx* A jealous lover secretely mixes the gas tanks for a 
mibs Oxodes, a smell artist, whose symphony thus leads to her public dis- 
rraee, expulsion, and death*
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lo’^rs, Stanley, please continue; "Both Jokers involve the questicx. • 
uu^rgy* First, how* such kinetic energy does e ’body have when.lt s moving at 

‘-Gaps? Suppose we assume a 5000 kilogram rocket* or 5 x 10* grams anfl 100•?> 
Im style systan becomes i.,61 x 10 •' om/sec- Then,using the kinetic energy ’ r 
.ula again, we denote the KE of the rocket at velocity Vj* by Ey , and

. : j 3,^2 X j X 5 X 106 x 1751" X 10^8 6,49 x 10?0 ergs , which are 
equivalent to 24,200,000 tor sepower-h ours. From our previous results <ve ««e 
that to provide this amount of energy would require the fission of yflf grnmtf 
nf U-235, or about three-quarters of the amount which is estimated to fission 

n an atomic bomb explosion* In other words, the ES of a small-siz^d rocket 
traveling at lOOmps is of ths order of the energy of an atomic bomb, which 
aix throw 10 million tons of water into © mlle-high column!

But this is only 
part of the storv. In a rocket not ell of the energy of the fuel is 1 ip^.rted. 

to the rooket itself, a certain amount 1b lost ae kinetic energy of the high 
velocity exhaust stream., **be of the kinetic energy, Ej> 0imparted to th- 
ro^ket, to the total EE (that of rocket -lue exhaust), E, is called the Uu- 
llstlc efficiency of the rocket,. Tf the difference between the velocity 
the rocket and the velocity of the exhaust 1e large, the ballistic effic’b o’ 
is low. Ballistic efflcenoy, E r A * I* given by the formula

and we see from this that for our example,in whlih 
T* * ~ the mass x*atio, MoA^, is 1*01, we get a balUetic

efficiency of 0 0‘, or Thus,of the energy re.- 
era ted by the rocket motor only 1$ actually is ueed to propel the rooket it- 
elf while the remaining is carried away 1-. the exhaust stream. Thia ute 

th® energy requirement of our lOOmps rocket to 100 tines the kinetic enerjr 
f the rocket« So that to give a 5-ton rocket a velocity of lOOmpe when the 

exhaust velocity is 10Q000mps requires the release of 6*49 x 1022 ergs or 
2f420,000,000 horse power-hour s — abxut the energy of 75 atomic bombs' This 
represents the conversion of 72 grams of matter into energy, or the fission 
f 173 pounds of TJ-235» It s interesting to note that this would provide suf 

fit*nt fiseion fragments to satisfy the requirements of 50 kilos which taunt 1 
hot off to correspond to the mass ratio of 1.01 for a 5000-kilo rocket*

This 
looks bad now. in order to bring the rooket to lOOmps in a fairly short I- . 
say 24 hours- would require the rocket motors to deliver 100,000.000 hurse- 
nower for this period of tfaAn, which is probably out of the question* ’?e or fj 
taka a much longer acceleration period, say 10 days, and do it with a mere 
trifle of 10,000.000 b*p* This is within the bounds of possibility, • <«1 <** j 
V-2 engine is rated at 500,000 h*p* There is, then, some hope*

Why alm fcr 
»-ieh a high velocity as 100 mps? Space flight would be possible, if not so 
• isy, if a velocity of only lOmps were attainable* True, but if we still use. 
a 10,000 mps exhaust velocity, the ballistic efficenoy becomes even lower, Tf 
we solve the above equations again, but for lOmpe instead of 100n ;?e. we get a 
b^33 yetio of 1*001 and a ballistic efficiency of o*C01* The kinetic energy 
of the rocket at lOtips would be but 1/100 of the KE of the lOOmps rooket,hut 
the total energy required would be reduced only 1/10, and »o would still be ti 

. huge amount.
And there b still another Joker to the efficiency question*.* " 

(JThe next Joker will appear in Ember #33 when Norman Stanley continues*)/

i few copies of TSYCHC #5- TH/////// #2 remain unsubscribed c? 104* Ji.Bt nci 
a dlxue to Ember for thia oombozine put out by Schumann and Brazier*........ ..

when.lt


Shatters B3F5 News, in Bftbercs ^ns of the Same ’^Ik* -T1
opinion, Is one of the best* Sam Moe- Writing in the January 1947 L t 

:tz in his article The Proper Stent* * of the Blks Magazine, Robert A/T — 
Ites another of the fine, pieces of lein indicates in detail with :Fy,

analysis ku is noted for And Oswald 
train brings back his column ’The Bter- 
sAl ir • Send x0$ to 122 S.18lh

the Moon’ what could happen if t 
mistake were reader in nuclear res 2 
He writes: ’Mr. Truman and m y

; . Philadelphia 3 Penm; Bob Tucker 
says his Ptonzlae Index will be mailed 
■±3 week. Remember , all you have to 
’0 Is write Tucker at Box 260, Bloom- 
l»gton,ill* and ask for one; free, of 
c r>nrsO'

have said that our olvllizatic. ~ 
not survive the Atomic War* Gran 
but what are the dangers of the v; 
Peace? They are of such magnlt* 
we cannot now measure them, ex - -. 
the certainty that they are Irene use
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not wish to I _ 
ly to Arthur Louis JoQuel II , Box 3343 
Tus Angeles 53, California.
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keep them, write immediate- earth under our

Decimated again and again, our race 
will survive,bree d trebuiId. Ko, tv 
lor* d.angj?r,ta the ±7777—
the hive, danger that wavffH m:

• feet unable to a .

Tberace: ut #31, la the home stretchy 
It •s^Tigrlna out in front with 10 pts. 
Following her is Ackerman with 8j,tho 
Ackerman’s owner has suddenly and un
expectedly scratched him from the race. 
Thus. Boggs follows with 8 and Stein 
with 7. Stanley corner along then with 
6}. Only 3 more issues remain in whiah 
to pad your points with news, muse* 
views, and cash. Remember a 50# sub or 
extension nets you ajfull point. 
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I waat copies of photographs of myself 
taken at Pacificon or aleewhere* State

us...r
Mr, Heinlein has incorporate7 

criptive paragraphs akin to thee 3 • 
some of hie stories to lend real i 7.
the article and to help the read a:? 
realize the vital global danger Lu’ 
ent in experimenting with atonic r

His solution to a safe and pi -t 
place in which to conduct these • 
imente Is back of the moon. Just h 
this could be accomplished is n<? 
plained, as the article ende a"t?j 
statement is made* According to 2. 
phone conversation between Mr* Hel 
and Forrest Ackerman; unfortunate! 
ly half of the article was publ!»! 
Blks Magazine.
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